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Abstract

To be a genuinely useful methodology for cog-
nitive psychology, situated action must be exten-
ded to explain higher-level human cognition. Yet
there is a tension between the requirements for
cognitive explanations and the kind of explana-
tions situated action supplies. It is just not clear
how to use embodied interaction with an external
environment to explain processes that are so in-
ternal and that seem to crucially involve repres-
entatious and concepts. In short, there is nothing
for concepts to interact with. Perhaps they inter-
act with each other. This is the idea we explore
here. We give a situated action style explanation
for conceptual change in the context of analogical
reminding. We have two central results: 1) ana-
logical reminding changes concepts in long-term
memory, and 2) concepts have implicit as well as
explicit structure.

Introduction: Conceptual Change,
Creativity, and The Central Problem of

Analogy
In this paper, we present our view of analogy, con-
ceptual interaction, and conceptual change from the
point of view of situated action. We think that situ-
ated action provides a fecund framework for describing
what we view as the central problem of analogy: how
conceptual interaction produces conceptual change and
ultimately, new concepts. We are exploring situated
action because our view of analogy and related pro-
ceases does not sit well with the current cognitivist,
non-constructive paradigm in cognitive science.

Explaining analogy, conceptual interaction, and
change are not our ultimate goals. These fascinating
features of cognition are needed to explain something
even more fascinating: creativity. This is our real goal.
Of course, a theory of creativity is a long way off, but
there is plenty we can say about it now, and indeed re-
search on creativity is enjoying something of a renais-
sance (e.g., see Finke, Ward, & Smith 1992). At 

minimum, situated action gives a vantage point at least
to say what creativity is not: creativity is not search-
ing some vast search space (~Voff, Beskin, & Dietrich
1995), and it is not due to an underlying universal ar-
chitecture. The situated theorist emphasizes that, ulti-
mately, creativity exists because it results in behavioral
plasticity, especially in problem solving. A quote from
a recent paper by Andrew Wells puts the point nicely:

What is at issue is the.., question of whether the
behavioral flexibility of the human cognizer derives
from an internal architecture which is organized
as a universal interpreter [i.e., a universal Turing
machine]. Symbol systems theorists claim that it
does, situativity theorists, by and large, claim that
it does not. (Wells 1996)

Of course what creativity is not is only a start; what
explains behavioral flexibility, in general, and creativ-
ity, in particular, is still a matter of much debate. Ex-
plaining creativity, in our opinion, reduces to the prob-
lem of explaining where new concepts come from (at 
minimum, explaining creativity certainly includes ex-
plaining where new concepts come from). (By "new
concepts" we mean new concepts within a given indi-
vidual. Unlike some situated action theorists, we do
not want to eschew the hard-won theoretical entities of
more traditional cognitive science. Specifically, we do
not want to give up representations and concepts. We
think that representations can and must be incorpor-
ated into situated action style theories of cognition if we
are ever to explain high-level cognitive functions such
as analogy and creativity, but we aren’t going to argue
for this point here. So for this paper, we assume that
concepts are internal representations of an organism’s
environment which it interactively engages.)

New concepts come from many different places and
arise for many different reasons. Social interaction,
learning, and perception, are three obvious places.
Even explaining how any of these three result in new
concepts is enormously difficult, though cognitive sci-
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entists have made in-roads into understanding these
processes. We are interested in how new concepts arise
within an individual via the interaction of concepts the
individual already possesses. If we could successfully
explain this process, we would have a good first step to-
wards solving the fundamental problem of analogy, and
we would have also a theory that would eventually fit
within a larger, more general, theory of creativity. Our
task here is to couch our ideas of conceptual change
and the genesis of new concepts within the framework
of situated action.

Perspective Shift and Conceptual
Change

It is well-known that changing perspective benefits
visual perception. Moving around an object, cock-
ing one’s head, rotating an object in one’s hand--all of
these help us see the object better and to better categor-
ize and understand it. We can experience this when we
view a two-dimensional representation of some three-
dimensional object, say a car chassis, on a computer’s
video monitor. The three-dimensionality springs out at
us as soon as we start rotating the image on the screen.
Such screen rotation is just changing perspective.

That changing perspective helps visual perception
(as well as other modes of perception) is something the
situation action (SA) community finds agreeable. Per-
spective shifts are just one form of investigation, after
all. The structure (shape, form, function) of an object
being looked at is found in the interaction between a
seeing system (you and your eyes, for example) and
its world (and not just the object, because of context).
The world contains crucial information that can’t be
got merely by sitting there and passively receiving in-
formation. To truly get a grasp of an object, the agent
must grasp it (in some sense), turn it over, and examine
it from many angles.

But the SA community does more than merely agree
that changing perspective helps visual systems see. We
think that robust perception is not possible without
perspective shifts. That is, the visual information in
the world will simply remain there unless the visual
system genuinely interacts with it - goes out and gets
it. No perception without interaction. Indeed, no in-
formation without interaction. And if one believes, as
we do, that perception and interaction eventually result
in constructed representations of some sort, then one
can say: No representation without interaction. (As
we discussed above, some in the SA community reject
representations almost entirely. So this last principle
is not universally agreed to. To reiterate, we think
representations are needed for higher cognition.)

But our target is conceptual change. What does per-

spective change have to do with conceptual change? To
answer this, we will present our view of analogy and
analogical reminding. But briefly our answer is that
the kind of conceptual change we think is involved in
analogical reminding is the inner version of perspect-
ive change in an interactive agent’s visual system (c.f.,
Stein 1994). And, just as perspective change results
in increased knowledge about an agent’s visual world,
so conceptual change results in an agent’s increased
understanding of its own concepts which are about its
world. In other words, just as perspective change is re-
quired for a successful vision system (and ultimately, 
successfully seeing agent), so conceptual change is re-
quired for a successful, creative problem solving agent.
An agent doesn’t fully understand its concepts and
what is possible with them without the concepts inter-
acting with one another. Finally, changing perspective
is an agent’s way of interacting with its world, its en-
vironment. Yet we are claiming that concepts interact
with each other. Aren’t these incompatible? No. We
are deliberately using the "perspective changen meta-
phor to flag the fact that the vast array of concepts
within an individual functions as the environment for
any concept within that array.

The claim that perspective change in perceptual
agents is similar to analogical conceptual change in cog-
nitive agents (i.e., agents with a robust mental life) falls
directly out of our model of analogy. We now briefly
describe this model and show how it leads naturally to
a new view of the structure of concepts and to our view
of conceptual change as change of inner perspective.

Analogical Reminding, Conceptual
Change, and the Structure of Concepts

It is well-known that concepts change over time. Learn-
ing and forgetting are two obvious kinds of conceptual
change. What is less well-known, and much less well
understood is the constant, slow, structurally subtle
changes that concepts undergo each day. Such changes
are not necessarily caused by new input, and do not
necessarily represent learning new knowledge or for-
getting old. We are interested here in this latter kind
of conceptual change.

We believe that the engine of this kind of conceptual
change is interacting concepts: concepts change each
other merely by interacting (by "conceptual interac-
tion" we mean one concept activating another). We call
this the change via interaction hypothesis. The kind of
conceptual change it is responsible for we call inter-
active conceptual change. The species of conceptual
change we are most interested in occurs anytime one
experiences analogical reminding. We dub this hypo-
thesis the change via analogical reminding hypothesis.



It is a refinement of the chan#e via interaction hypo-
thesis. Explicitly put, it is the claim that analogical
reminding alters concepts slightly.

Analogical reminding is very common, and occurs
any time some concept in one domain recalls another
concept in another domain. For example, imagine that
while walking along a sidewalk at night, you see some
overturned, haphazard garbage cans and are reminded
of Stonehenge on the Salisbury Plain in England. Such
occurrences are common.

We need to say what analogy is (according to cur-
rent theory) before we proceed. There is considerable
evidence that analogy is some sort of "mapping" (per-
haps a transfer of activation) from the high-level, rela-
tional structure of a concept particular to one domain
of knowledge to another similar structure from another
domain (see Gentner, 1983, for the central statement of
this view). The similarity is hypothesized to be quite
close, if not exact. This is will be important below.
Analogical reminding, therefore, is a species of remind-
ing where one concept successfully maps its high-level
structure onto another concept (whether these high-
level structures exist ahead of time, and it not where
they come from are matters of debatc a debate we are
keenly interested in).

Because of Gentner and her colleagues, as well as
others, a fair amount is known about analogical re-
minding. Gentner points out that, broadly speak-
ing, there seem to be three large classes of remind-
ings: 1) sublime analogical remindings (e.g., Ruther-
ford noticing that the alpha particles were like comets),
2) quirky analogical remindings (like the garbage-
cans/Stonehenge case above), and 3) mundane remind-
ings (like when garbage cans remind you of other
garbage cans or remind you to put out your garbage
for tomorrow morning’s pickup). There is considerable
psychological evidence that types 2 and 3 (quirky and
mundane) are far and away the most common. Type
1 is rare. The change-via-analogical-reminding hypo-
thesis predicts that analogical reminding, of both type
1 and type 2, alters concepts. (We suspect that even
mundane remindings subtly alter concepts, but are not
going to discuss this here.)

In most theories of analogical reminding, the two
concepts involved are the concept that retrieves an
item from long-term memory, and the concept re-
trieved. Call the retrieving concept the retrieveq call
the retrieved concept in LTM just that, "the retrieved
concept" (these terms are slightly nonstandard, but
more descriptive). Usually, the retriever is some per-
ceptual input item, a percept that has been categor-
ized. And the retrieved concept is an item in long-term
memory.

The change-via-analogical-reminding hypothesis pre-
dict~ (among other things) that the retrieved concept
gets changed in both type 1 and type 2 remind-
ings. This prediction is fairly radical. Most the-
ories of analogy predict just the opposite, that only
the retriever changes, and it is changed by the re-
trieved concept. The change-via-analogical-reminding
hypothesis is compatible with claim that the retriever
changes, but it goes further and claims that the re-
trieved concept also changes. (From here on out, we
will lump type 1 and type 2 analogical remindings to-
gether, and leave mundane reminding aside.)

Now, what kind of change are we talking about?
Our answer to this question entails a new view about
how concepts are represented. We begin with two ob-
servations. First, analogical remindings happen very
quickly, and second (recall that analogies are close
matches of the abstract, high-le~cel, relational struc-
tures of two concepts) it is highly unlikely that these
relational structures would antecedently match in the
usual case. For example, again suppose you see some
overturned, jumbled garbage cans by the curb and are
reminded of Stonehenge. It is highly unlikely that the
jumble of garbage cans matches the jumble of monoliths
on the Salisbury Plain (and if they did match, what
would be the point of the analogy?). So it is highly un-
likely that your initial perception of the cans matches
the part of your concept of Stonehenge representing the
pattern of the stones seen from a certain perspective.
In fact, it is unlikely that your perception of the jumble
of the cans antecedently matches even a line drawing
(a kind of abstraction) of the stones at Stonehenge.

But how could two concepts which do not have
identical or closely similar high-level structure become
analogous so quickly? Conceptual information must be
represented both explicitly and implicitly. This nicely
solves the problem. (Explicit information is the "inten-
ded" semantic interpretation of the percept or concept;
it is, so to say, the information the concept wears on
its sleeve. Implicit information is information that the
concept does not wear on its sleeve, and which must
be recovered via some process, frequently a process
of abstraction, but not always (Kirsh 1990). When
a telephone is used as a paper weight, the implicitly
represented weight of the telephone becomes explicit.
Note, this example also makes the point that impli-
cit information comes in degrees and is relative to the
task at hand, since, in terms of grasping and lifting the
phone solely, you might very well explicitly represent
its weight.)

If concepts are represented in the brain with both
explicit and implicit information, then concepts are in
some interesting sense ambiguous; concepts have mul-
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tiple, related contents some of which are explicit and
some of which are implicit. This implicit informa-
tion is usually some abstraction of the exphcit inform-
ation in the concept. But it is nevertheless implicit
because there are myriad ways a given concept might
be abstracted; they can’t all be explicitly represented.
Which few of these myriad ways become explicit de-
pends on which other thoughts the given concept is
interacting with at the time.

We claim that analogical reminding occurs when the
retriever successfully renders explicit formerly implicit
information in the retrieved concept. This interaction
may also make implicit information in the retriever ex-
plicit. In this case, both the retriever and the retrieved
concept are altered, both by making implicit inform-
ation explicit. Of course, new implicit information is
created, too. (We elide the interesting discussion of
why new implicit information is created, and indeed
why implicit information must always exist given any
physical realization of information.)

So, for example, one last time, suppose you see some
overturned, jumbled garbage cans by the curb and are
reminded of Stonehenge. As we said, it is improbable
that the jumble of garbage cans matches (even par-
tially) the jumble of monoliths on the Salisbury Plain.
Since enough of the explicitly represented patterns of
each don’t match, being reminded of Stonehenge by
the garbage cans isn’t due to any explicitly represented
information in either the garbage cans percept or the
Stonehenge concept. Rather the reminding occurs be-
cause the garbage cans make explicit an abstract struc-
tural similarity in your concept of Stonehenge that was
formerly implicit. This requisite structural similarity
was produced on the fly by the interaction of the two
concepts.

In summary, we have argued that one of the fun-
damental principles of situated action--no represent-
ation without interaction---can be fruitfully applied to
explaining analogical reminding. In our model, con-
cepts represent information both explicitly and impli-
citly. The process of conceptual interaction, on our
view, renders explicit formerly implicit conceptual in-
formation, and the point of doing this is that this is
what understanding actually amounts to. Making im-
plicit information explicit just is the internal way of
"changing perspective," and it is this that produces
genuine understanding. Since analogical reminding is
one kind of conceptual interaction (so we claim), it fol-
lows that analogical reminding is one way of making
implicit information explicit, and hence one way of pro-
ducing genuine understanding. Conceptual change, on
our view, does not need to have a situated compon-
ent added to it, rather conceptual change is situated

action--only internal.

Dealing with An Objection
There are several objections with which we need to
deal. The most important of these, and the only one
we will deal with here, concerns the emphasis we place
on the low probability that the relational structures of
the retriever and the retrieved concept antecedently
match. This low probability is crucial for our argu-
ment that the retrieved concept changes. The objec-
tion is that the matching process in analogical remind-
ing only needs to be a "best-partial-match" algorithm
defined over high-level structures. The probability of a
partial match seems high enough to guarantee a match
quickly. So retrieved concepts don’t need to change, or
at least don’t need to change very much. So our model
is wrong.

Of course, there probably is some sort of a "best-
partial-match" algorithm (in fact, Gentner has psycho-
.logical evidence for such an algorithm), and it no doubt
provides the first filter in an episode of analogical re-
minding. But this can’t be all there is to the story of
analogical reminding because, as we mentioned above,
the mapping between the retriever and the retrieved
concept is theorized to be very close, if not almost
exact. In fact, Gentner has evidence that the map-
ping process in analogy is very sensitive to detailed
structural similarity between the two concepts. It is
an easy inference from this (though it still might be
wrong) to the claim that the relational structures of
the two concepts involved in analogical reminding have
very similar relational structure. Gentner herself makes
just this inference. So if the two analogous concepts
have closely similar relational structure but the struc-
ture was not there ahead of time (and it is unlikely that
it is), then where did it come from? Answer: it was
constructed on the fly via concept interaction. And,
how could it be constructed so quickly? Answer: it
was implicit in the retrieved concept’s high-level struc-
ture.

An Experiment
We close by describing an experiment we intend to run
to test our hypothesis (we also have a computer pro-
gram which implements the central ideas of our model
(Oshima 1996)). Suppose subjects memorize five dif-
ferent number strings (e.g. 1 1 5 43, 1 2 3 45, 1 
1 2 2, 2 2 2 2 2, and 1 5 6 7 3) and their detailed,
verbal descriptions of strings are recorded (e.g., "1 1 
4 3 is parsed (1 1) (5 4 3) - two one’s followed by five,
four, three"). The subjects are then shown a series of
number strings one at a time and asked if any string
reminds them of one of the five original, memorized



strings. The strings will be designed to either readily
remind subjects of one of the "categories" associated
with the five original strings or not remind subjects of
a string at all (e.g., shown 2 2 9 8 7, subjects will no
doubt be reminded of 1 1 5 4 3, but 9 1 9 1 9, will
not remind subjects of any of the original five strings).
After being shown many strings, the subjects are asked
to describe the categories associated with the original
five strings (e.g., subjects might describe the category
associated with 1 1 5 4 3 as "an identical group followed
by an immediate predecessor group"). Once this is es-
tablished, we return to showing the subjects strings and
asking them what they are reminded of, only this time,
the strings they are shown contain strings that do not
fit well within one of the five memorized "categories"
but are nevertheless reminiscent of them (e.g., shown
9 7 5 3 3, subjects might be reminded of 1 1 5 4 3 or
with 1 1 1 2 2, etc.). These latter cases are the cases of
analogical reminding. We predict that after such ana-
logous cases, the way the subjects describe the original
string will have changed slightly by becoming more ab-
stract (e.g., if a subject is reminded of 1 1 5 4 3 by
9 7 5 3 3, then when asked to describe the string 1 1
5 4 3, the subject might described it as a downward
sequential string of 3 either preceding or following two
identical numbers).
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